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［Abstract］
The Relationship between Selfesteem and Physical Selfconcepts：
Bottomup Model and Topdown Model
Yutaka MINOUCHI
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the differences between the bottom
up type model and the topdown type model in terms of a multidimensional hierarchical
model of the physical selfconcept of Fox et al．（１９８９）．Subjects were ６２６ university stu-
dents（３０１ boys and ３２５ girls）．The two hypothesized models were examined by utilizing
structural covariance analysis，and the causal relation of the two models was compared．
As a result，it has been understood that both models hypothesized are effective．In addi-
tion，it also appears that the influence of the topdown model is stronger compared with
the bottomup model．It is suggested that the relationship between selfesteem and physi-
cal selfconcepts influence in not only one direction but both．
Key words：Selfesteem，physical selfconcept，multidimensional hierarchical model，
bottomup model，topdown model
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